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Abstract
A lot of research focus lately has been on building bigger distributed systems to handle ‘Big Data’ problems. This paper examines whether typical problems for web-scale companies really benefits
from the parallelism offered by these systems, or can be handled by a
single machine without synchronisation overheads. Repeated runs of
a movie review sentiment analysis task in Apache Spark were carried
out using Apache Mesos and Mesosphere, on Google Compute Engine
clusters of various sizes. Only a marginal improvement in run-time
was observed on a distributed system as opposed to a single node.
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Introduction

Research in high performance computing and ‘big data’ has recently focussed
on distributed computing. The reason is three-pronged:
• The rapidly decreasing cost of commodity machines, compared to the
slower decline in prices of high performance or supercomputers.
• The availability of cloud environments like Amazon EC2 or Google
Compute Engine that let users access large numbers of computers ondemand, without upfront investment.
• The development of frameworks and tools that provide easy-to-use idioms for distributed computing and managing such large clusters of
machines.
Large corporations like Google or Yahoo are working on petabyte-scale
problems which simply can’t be handled by single computers [9]. However,
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smaller companies and research teams with much more manageable sizes of
data have jumped on the bandwagon, using the tools built by the larger companies, without always analysing the performance tradeoffs. It has reached
the stage where researchers are suggesting using the same MapReduce idiom
hammer on all problems, whether they are nails or not [7].
In this paper, we set out to better understand how one of these systems,
Apache Spark, performs, and how it compares to a non-distributed implementation, for typical machine learning tasks.
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2.1

Frameworks used
Apache Spark

I chose Apache Spark to implement this system because it abstracts away
a lot of the implementation required to make a sequential program work in
a distributed setting. Instead, you use functional programming paradigms
where possible, as in the code sample below, and the Spark implementation
is automatically able to parallelize this appropriately. Hence, when I employ
Scala’s map or filter idioms for example, the calculations are automatically
distributed.
v a l m o d e l A c c u r a c i e s = f o l d s . map { c a s e ( t r a i n i n g , t e s t ) =>
v a l model = NaiveBayes . t r a i n ( t r a i n i n g , lambda = 1 . 0 )
v a l p r e d i c t i o n A n d L a b e l = t e s t . map(
p => ( model . p r e d i c t ( p . f e a t u r e s ) , p . l a b e l )
)
1.0 ∗ predictionAndLabel . f i l t e r (
x => x . 1 == x . 2
) . count ( ) / t e s t . count ( )
}
The core innovation that makes this possible is Spark’s Resilient Distributed Datasets [12]. RDDs are read-only collections of objects that are
calculated lazily when required, allowing the sequence of transformations
and actions applied to them till that point to be optimized together. They
also keep track of this lineage, allowing for recalculation in case of faults,
rather than expensive storage of snapshots. RDDs are also automatically
partitioned.
Behind the scenes, Spark handles the distribution of data and tasks using
a Spark Context, which records configuration information on the various
slaves in the cluster. This is contained in the Driver Program, which manages
the entire running of the code, including synchronization of sub-tasks.
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Figure 1: Central to Spark’s architecture is the Driver Program, which distributes the work to the worker nodes as scheduled in the Spark Context,
and monitors progress
Spark contains the mllib library, which provides optimized-for-spark implementations of machine learning functionality. This was a natural choice
for implementing the machine learning sections of the task, rather than handcoding them, since it allowed quick swapping in and out of various types of
classifiers. It is still incomplete, not containing things like k-fold validation.
These improvements are expected in the new ml library newer versions of
Spark will ship with.

Figure 2: Spark is general purpose, but ships with libraries for specific domains of tasks, such as graph analysis and machine learning
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2.2

Apache Mesos

Mesos [3] is a platform that aggregates all the resources (CPU, memory,
storage) in a cluster of nodes or data center, and allocates them appropriately
to multiple software frameworks the data center might be running, such as
Spark and Hadoop as in this case.

Figure 3: Mesos abstracts away the cluster, and allows multiple frameworks
to just work as if they have a pool of resources available, without having to
worry about which individual node is available
A Mesos cluster consists of a master daemon (with optional standby masters that were deemed unnecessary for this project), and slave daemons running on each node in the cluster. The master makes offers to each framework
of resources it has available in the cluster. The frameworks on their part,
provide a scheduler registered with the master that accepts or rejects resource offers, and an executor process that can run the framework’s tasks
on the slave nodes. Issues such as managing data locality are left up to the
framework by allowing to selectively accept resource offers, since Mesos isn’t
aware of what data the framework is storing where.
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Figure 4: Mesos receives resource availability from slave nodes and offers
them to the framework’s scheduler, which then tells it which task to run on
each of the resources

2.3

Tachyon and Hadoop File System

For storage of the input file and various binaries required to run the task,
Hadoop Distributed File System [10] was employed. This allowed us to simply
upload the file once and make it available to the entire cluster at the same
URI. The alternative would have been to manually upload the files to each
of the nodes in the cluster at the exact same path, so that the same executor
running on various nodes would be able to access the files locally at the same
path.
Intermediate data that Spark generated and used while carrying out the
computation, on the other hand, was stored in-memory, as RDDs in Tachyon
[6]. This is a storage system that offers higher data throughput compared
to HDFS, at nearly memory speeds. Since Spark’s fault tolerance is based
on regeneration of data rather than persisted snapshots, Tachyon was able
to eliminate the overheads of persisting data to disk unnecessarily. Tachyon
uses a master-slave architecture, with lineage-based fault tolerance and a
checkpointing algorithm for data recovery.
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Figure 5: Architecture of the system

2.4

Resulting architecture

As a result of using these systems, we designed a cluster architecture with
one master and multiple slaves. The master ran the following:
• Mesos master daemon that makes offers for slave resources according
to a resource allocation schedule. It makes offers to the schedulers for
Spark, HDFS and Tachyon.
• Spark scheduler that takes the Scala program and determines which of
these resources to accept, keeping data locality in mind.
• HDFS NameNode that stores a directory listing in memory of the files
available, and answers file requests from any machine in the cluster
with the address of the DataNode to find them on.
• Tachyon master daemon that keeps track of lineage information and
where each dataset is persisted.
• A ZooKeeper [4] master that provides various cluster services like naming, synchronization and configuration management.
Each of the slaves ran the following:
• Mesos slave daemon that sends the master messages when resources
become available
• Spark executor that receives tasks from the master and runs them
locally
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• HDFS DataNode that uses local hard disk space to provide distributed
storage.
• Tachyon slave daemon that uses local memory for temporary storage
and hard disk for checkpoint storage.
• A ZooKeeper slave daemon that provides coordination with the master
and thus the other slaves.
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Related Work

The original Spark paper [11] focusses on comparing its performance to
Hadoop, which it clearly outperforms. However, there is little work studying how Spark performs on clusters of various sizes, including one multi-core
machine. [5] studies how graph analysis problems can perform on a single
machine, and compares itself to distributed systems.
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Method

To understand how a distributed system performs compared to a singlemachine system, we ran the same task on both. The task we chose to run
handled sentiment analysis on movie review texts using the Naive Bayes
classifier implemented in Apache Spark’s machine learning library (mllib).
Specifically, we’ll be training the model on unigram presence in the reviews,
so the system approximately associates each word in a review with the likelihood that it would appear in a positive or negative review.

4.1

The Task

The dataset consists of 2000 movie reviews extracted from the Rotten Tomatoes website and tagged as positive or negative according to their associated
rating. This dataset was first introduced in [8], with the text already split
into word tokens.
The data was then pre-processed in Weka to generate bag of word feature
vectors from the free text. This was done by first generating a vocabulary
of all the unigrams in the text, and then creating sparse vectors for each
document that indicated whether each attribute was present or not in the
document. This vocabulary contained 54,604 words, including proper nouns,
numbers and some punctuation symbols, because no stop words or stemmer
were used. This pre-processing could have been done within Spark too, but
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we decided instead to do the pre-processing once, using tools built for the
job, and using the results directly in the Spark application, which could then
be run quickly multiple times.
The results of the pre-processing were the input to the Spark application.
These took the form of a single file of 2000 lines. Each line contained the
class of the review (positive or negative), and the feature vector indicating
which words were present in the review (using IDs for each word rather than
the word itself as the index).
In the Spark application, I load this file from the HDFS, and parse it
into datatypes Spark can understand. It is then run through 3-fold cross
validation, wherein the data is divided into three stratified folds(each fold has
roughly the same proportion of positive and negative reviews). The classifier
is then trained on two folds and tested on the third. The accuracy for each
fold is averaged out to get the overall accuracy of this model. I attained an
accuracy of 82.7%. We could have tested different types of classifiers here
to try and improve the accuracy, but this was a good enough baseline to
understand the distributed architecture underlying it.
Code was inserted around the entire Spark application to measure how
long it took to train and test the model three times, but exclude the time
taken to start up the JVM.

4.2

The Infrastructure

Since our dataset was rather small, we designed our cluster to contain 1
master and 3 slaves, whereas the single-computer control experiment contain
just 1 machine. Each machine had 2 CPUs and 7.5 GB of RAM. These were
standard Google Compute Engine ‘n1-standard-2’ instances, located in the
‘asia-east1-a’ zone.
These instances were spun up using Mesosphere, which set them up with
installations of Mesos, HDFS and ZooKeeper. It also configured them to act
in a master-slave architecture, and to accept my public key for logging on
to them. I uploaded the Spark code (packaged as a jar), Spark libraries and
dataset onto the server and then placed them on HDFS. After installing Spark
and configuring my application to use the cluster, the experiment was run 5
times using the entire cluster, and 5 times using only the master instance.

4.3

The Results

The running times for the experiment are shown below.
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Run Number
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Cluster time (ns) Single Instance time (ns)
15400280742
12400530773
14990859514
12623000232
15461173880
11893738207
15529786773
12593034890
15145971146
13004830580
10
1.531 × 10
1.25 × 1010

Table 1: Time taken for 3-fold cross validation of sentiment analysis model
Thus, the cluster and single instance finished the experiment on average
in 15.31 and 12.5 seconds.
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Conclusion

We can see that both systems have execution times on the same order of
magnitude, with a speedup of 2.81 seconds or 18%. However, the cluster
requires 4 times the number of machines as the single instance setup, and
network bandwidth too.
Perhaps, while continuing progress on distributed systems, we should also
dedicate some research time towards improving single-computer systems to
handle bigger loads. GraphChi [5], for example, was able to optimise singlecomputer hard-disk-based processing of large graphs. It attained run-times
on graphs with 42 million vertices and 1.5 billion edges that were on the same
order of magnitude (760 seconds) as Spark (487 seconds), using two orders
of magnitude fewer CPUs (2 vs 100).
Besides the performance issues, there are also other factors affecting the
choice of architecture. Doing distributed computation is hard. Suddenly,
one needs to worry about network latency, network jitter on cloud computers, concurrency and partitioning. The developer has to learn a lot more
skills, such as managing a cluster and debugging distributed systems. Pricing becomes more complicated, as one has to now predict things like network
usage [2]. Factors that were important for performance on a single computer,
such as data locality, also have a much bigger impact on performance and
costs [2] when the data is on another machine rather than on another cache
line.
However, there are pros related to the deployment of cluster computing
in enterprises too, as outlined in [1]. Compute capacity can be gradually
scaled out as budget increases, rather than scaling up as a step function
when buying big, expensive machines. Failure is easier to deal with, since
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distributed systems can recover much more quickly from a single CPU failing
than single-machine systems, and commodity components are cheaper to replace. Compute capacity can also be distributed much more flexibly between
multiple tasks and frameworks.
Ultimately, we can only conclude that while distributed computing has
its advantages, it should be deployed in appropriate situations rather than
being considered the silver bullet for all problems.
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Evaluation and Future Work

The chief issue with this experiment was that the dataset was simply too
small and the computation too quick, even with 54000 features across 2000
documents. It was chosen because sentiment analysis is a common machine
learning task and hence has been benchmarked on numerous systems. I
am now running similar experiments with collaborative filtering tasks to do
product recommendations, with much bigger datasets, to get a more accurate
view of how distributed systems help performance. Such datasets might also
allow experimentation with various sizes of clusters, and how they perform
at a range of dataset sizes.
I am also carrying out similar timing on other machine learning tasks that
may be more computation-intensive or data-intensive, since the aspect that
dominates the time requirement depends on the nature of the task. Hence,
I am studying matrix operations (which require a lot of data exchange) and
logistic regression (which require very little data but quite a bit of computation).
A bulk of the time spent on this project was spent getting the Mesos
cluster set up, and interfacing correctly with Spark, rather than programming
the actual task. This is in line with the problems described with distributed
computing - developers who aren’t necessarily systems administrators need
to learn how to set up and manage clusters. This was partially due to missing
or outdated documentation on Spark, Mesos and Mesosphere. Hence, I might
structure my personal notes well and contribute them back to the open source
projects as up-to-date documentation on how to get Spark working with
Mesosphere.
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